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Like dislike enjoy hate worksheet

English Lessons for kids - Videos, Printing, Games, Online Tests Teach kids with a vatable mixed English program. A multi-level English curriculum that includes animated cartoon videos that includes games, interactive tests and a progress tracker. Go on display, now! High Quality ESL Lessons Plans - Free Samples -
$26 Membership Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of pdf lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, speech. All with extensive notes for teachers included. It takes time to prepare nothing. There are also plans for an mp3 listening lesson. Plus flashcards. Benefits from 15 years of esl experience. Use the ESLPR coupon
code when registering for a discount! Live worksheets that listen. Worksheets that speak. Worksheets motivating students. Worksheets that store paper, ink, and time. Teaching kids who can't read? It's Easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed phonetic worksheets, games, videos and flash cards that you will
find on our site. All you need to help your child read through the phone: decoding stories, listening exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! Advertise here Grammatical Worksheets Vocabulary Worksheets Listening worksheets Speech worksheets Read worksheets Write worksheets Cinema and television worksheets
Games worksheets Worksheets with songs Taught resources Page 2 English Lessons for kids - Videos, Printing, Games, Web tests Teach children with interesting mixed English program. A multi-level English curriculum that includes animated cartoon videos that includes games, interactive tests and a progress tracker.
Go on display, now! Teaching kids who can't read? It's Easy with Kiz Phonics We offer carefully designed phonetic worksheets, games, videos and flash cards that you will find on our site. All you need to help your child read through the phone: decoding stories, listening exercises, you name it. Visit this page now! Live
worksheets that listen. Worksheets that speak. Worksheets motivating students. Worksheets that store paper, ink, and time. High Quality ESL Lessons Plans - Free Samples - $26 Membership Be a Better Teacher! Hundreds of pdf lesson plans. Grammar, reading, vocabulary, speech. All with extensive notes for
teachers included. It takes time to prepare nothing. There are also plans for an mp3 listening lesson. Plus flashcards. Benefits from 15 years of esl experience. Use the ESLPR coupon code when registering for a discount! Advertise here Grammar worksheets Vocabulary worksheets Listening worksheets Voice
worksheets Read worksheets Write worksheets Cinema and television worksheets Worksheets Worksheets Games Worksheets with Songs Spelling English Tutorials &gt; Represent Simple Tutorials In These Free Favorites' Find who...' activity, students write about their favorite things and then ask and answer questions
to find classmates who have the same favorites. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Pupils start by writing about their in the column with the code Ti. When the students are done, they go to ask questions after school which are your favorite...? to find their classmates with the same answers. When students find
someone with the same answer, they write the name of that person in the last column on the worksheet. Then the students return to class about the names they wrote on their worksheet and say what their favorite things are. In this worksheet with the advantages of food and drink, students learn and practice how to talk
about food and drink with love, such as, dislike and hate. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students start by matching the views of verbs with pictures. The students then classify ten food and drink products according to their wishes. Then students work with their partner and in turn ask and answer questions
about their liking and dislike for ten food and drink products using the case on the worksheet as a guide. After that, students read about food and drink that four people love, like, don't like or hate. In the end, the students answer questions about four people's desires for food and drink. In this researched popular activity,
students complete sentences about their favorite things and then ask questions to their partner to find out about their favorites. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students start by finishing sentences on a worksheet about their favorite things. When the students are done, divide them into pairs. Students then
practice asking questions and answering questions about their favourites. Then there is a training feedback meeting that will learn about students' favorite things. In this free activity you love and do not like activities, students ask Do you like...? questions and answer using the degrees of feeling. Divide the students into
pairs (A and B) and give each student a suitable worksheet. Students start by creating four Do you like...? questions at the bottom of the worksheet. When students are finished, they take questions about liking to their partner in return and dislike on their worksheet. Their partner answers with one of the eight sentences
from the worksheet to express their level of feeling. The student then writes his partner's response in a sentence form in the intended space using an ingular third party, e.g. a third party. When everyone is finished, the students merge with someone who has the same worksheet A or B as them. The students tell their
names of the person who interviewed her. The two students then ask each other questions and answer questions about persons using a third-party ingury person. In the end, students return to class about the likability and unlovability of their original partner. In this party like and don't like the board game, students talk
about their wishes for 30 seconds. Give each group three or four a copy of the board, cubes and counters. Students take turns to take the dice and move their on the board. When a student lands in the square, he talks about the topic in the market place for 30 seconds without stopping. If a student can't think of anything
to say or stop talking before 30 seconds expires, they return to the previous market. The first student to come to the end wins the game. In this award they love and dislike activities, students conduct a survey of their preferences. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students start by completing 12 statements on
the worksheet with their preferences. When the students are done, they walk around school and wonder what you think about...?, for example, when they're done. What do you think of Italian food?. If a classmate responds with the same preference as the student wrote in the statement, the student writes the person's
name in the same worksheet response column. If not, the student writes the name and opinion of a classmate in the column Different Answer. The first student to fill both columns with names is the winner. Students then write a brief report on their findings, e.g. in the case of a report on the findings of the school. I think
pop music is really good, but Ryan thinks it's terrible, etc. Students then read their reports to the classroom and give feedback. In this game that expresses favorites, students ask and answer questions about their favorite things and reach favorites. Divide the students into pairs (A and B) and give each student a suitable
worksheet. Students start by answering questions on a worksheet about their favorite things and writing answers in a column labeled Ti. Student A then asks questions on his worksheet to Student B, e.g. Student A in the next column to record his partner's answers. Every time student B give a matching answer, student
A reaches the point. When Student A asked all their questions, the students changed roles. After that, each student joins a new partner (Student A and B). Pupils then repeat the activity with their new partner. The student wins with the highest score at the end of the game. Then there's a class feedback that will
determine which students are the most compatible and share the most popular things. In this attractive worksheet of popular students draw and write about their favorite person. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students start by drawing a picture of their favorite person in a field on the worksheet. This could be
someone he knows personally or someone famous. When students complete a drawing, they complete sentences about the person, including information about the person's name, age, job, appearance and their reasons for their liking. Then the students take turns to show their picture and tell the class about their
favourite person by outwardly reading their sentences. In this inclusion of the priority activity of the worksheet, students guess likes and dislikes other students and use past simple questions yes/no to check their answers. In groups of 8 to 10, students complete two slips of paper. At first slip students write their favorite
word. On the second slip, they write a sentence about something they love, really love, dislike or hate. The group leader then collects in slips of paper. Then give each student a copy of the worksheet and the students write the names of their team members in the Name column on the sheet. The team leader then reads
your favorite words and sentences. Members of the group write them next to the student's name, who they think has written each. The students then went around their group asking Did you write that your favorite word was...? question each team member in turn to check their guesswork. Students answer Yes, I am or No,
I'm not in line with that. After that, the students ask again after the group Did you write that you loved/really liked/disliked/hated...? question to each member of the group. The students say Yes, it was or No, it wasn't. For each answer, the students reach one point. The student wins with the most points at the end of the
game. In the end, each student reveals their favorite word and sentence to the group. In this free likes and dislikes of activities, students create profiles for dating and then match people together, according to their preferences. Divide the students into pairs. Give half a pair a set of six men's cards and the other half a set
of six women's cards. Students view pictures on the cards and fill out each profile with information about that person's liked and unloved people. When the students are finished, each pair merges with another couple, who have the opposite set of cards, so one pair should have men's cards and the other a woman's
cards. Tell the students to run a dating agency called Cupid's and that it is their job to match the customers on the cards together for the date, depending on their preferences. The pair then take it in turns to read each profile to the other couple. Students discuss profiles and match people, according to their likes and
dislikes. Students should try to bring all men and women together if possible and think about the reasons for their decisions. Then each group tells the class about their most promising dates. In this quirky 'Do you like...?', students learn about their partner's likes and unsocids. This activity covers questions Do you like...?
and different phrases for expressing preferences. Divide the students into pairs (A and B) and give each student a suitable worksheet. Students ask themselves questions about questions on a worksheet that you like....?. Students also ask further questions and notes on their partner's answers in the rooms provided.
When pupils are finished, they take in return to tell the class about the partner's like and Tom loves cycling and loves playing team sports. However, he does not like household chores etc.' In this expression of worksheet preferences, students learn and practice different phrases for expressing likes, dislikes and
indifference. Give each student a copy of a two-page worksheet. After reviewing the language to express the like, dislike and soulless, the students complete sentences on the worksheet about their liking and unloved. Then divide the students into pairs. When working with a partner, students use the language in the first
exercise to make a dialogue that expresses their desires, dislikes and preferences. Then couples present their classroom dialogues and give feedback. In this free activity likes and dislikes worksheets, students complete descriptions of their liking, dislikes and interests and then guess who wrote other descriptions. Give
each student a copy of the worksheet. Pupils start by finishing sentences on a worksheet describing their likes, dislike and interest. When the students are finished, give each student a card number. Students write a number at the top of the worksheet without displaying a card or number to anyone. Then collect them on
worksheets, mix them and pin them around the classroom. Working in pairs, students write the names of all the class students on a piece of paper. The pair then walk around the classroom reading numbered descriptions and deciding which pupil has written each. Then the students take their turn to read the class
description. When the description was searched, the couple say who thinks he wrote it. Then the student who actually wrote it reveals the answer. The pair reach one point for each correct guess. The pair with the most correct guess. In this researched activity of expressing preferences, students practice 20 phrases for
expressing likes and dislikes. In the activity, students complete sentences about likes and unloved and then find out who wrote the other sentences by asking yes/no questions. Give each group of four or five a deck of cards that they treat equally. Pupils then complete the phrases on greeting cards with the right
information about their liking and unloved. When the students are finished, place the box in the middle of the classroom and let all the students fold the completed sentences and put it in a box. It is the job of the pupils to find out who wrote each sentence in the box by asking their classmates yes/no questions. A student
who finds out who wrote the most sentences wins. All students get up and take one strike card out of the box. If they choose their sentence, they return it and take another card. The students then go after the school to ask yes/no questions to find the person who wrote the sentence on their card. For example, if it's on the
tab It really bothers me when people throw trash on the floor. The student would ask Does it bother you when people throw trash on the floor? When a student finds someone who answers that question, the student checks whether that person actually wrote the sentence by saying Did you write that sentence?. If so, the
student writes the person's name on the card, keeps it and takes another one out of the box. Students repeat the activity until the cards remain. The student with the most sentences at the end is the winner. Then the students return to class about what they learned about their likeable and unloved classmates. In this, he
doesn't like worksheet activities, students answer questions using common expressions of irritation. Divide the students into pairs (A and B) and give each student a suitable worksheet. Students ask their partner questions on a worksheet, such as Does it bother you when people stop at the bottom of the stairs? Their
partner answers with a worksheet expression to show their irritation level, for example, the student who asks, then checks the corresponding field next to the question on the worksheet. This continues until they have asked and answered all the questions. Then the students return to class about their partner's irritants.
Here's a fun game of preference to help your students talk about their liking and dislikes. Divide the students into teams of two with each team playing against another team. Give each pair of teams a deck of cards that they mix and place face down on the table. Teams are playing with one student who keeps time. One
student picks up the card and talks about a similar one for one minute or doesn't like the theme on the card. If a student manages to do it without stopping, he reaches a point for his team. If the student stop talking before their time expires, the student from the other team can challenge and proceed until the end of the
minute. If a student from a demanding team continues to speak the rest of the minute, he wins a point for his team. The team with the most points wins at the end of the game. Wins.
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